
 
UN VOYAGEUR FRANÇAIS DANS LES PAYS ROUMAINS: LE CAPITAINE 

AUBERT 
 

Sorin DomiŃian ŞIPOŞ 
 
  Abstract: SpaŃiul românesc a reintrat în atenŃia lumii occidentale odată cu Reconquista 
austriacă începută la 1683, după o perioadă în care Imperiul Otoman părea să domine statornic întinse 
regiuni ale Europei Centrale şi de Sud-Est. Conflictele militare ruso-austro-turce au readus, treptat, 
lumea românească în atenŃia marilor puteri. Boierii moldoveni au arătat cu prilejul tratativelor de pace 
că Ńările române au beneficiat de-a lungul Evului Mediu de relaŃii privilegiate cu Poarta, fiindu-le 
recunoscute autonomia şi instituŃiile. Într-un asemenea context, Occidentul este informat, din relatările 
celor care au călătorit şi au scris despre spaŃiul românesc în secolele anterioare, că la nordul Dunării 
există un popor de origine romanică, care în trecut s-a bucurat din partea Imperiului Otoman de 
autonomie deplină. Războaiele napoleoniene sporesc interesul FranŃei pentru spaŃiul Europei de Sud-Est, 
pe fondul declanşării ostilităŃilor cu Rusia. 
  Cine este totuşi Aubert? Să încercăm, pe baza informaŃiilor din raport, să-i conturăm profilul. În 
primul rând, este un fin observator al realităŃilor româneşti. Căpitan adjunct de stat-major general în 
armata franceză, era, probabil, ofiŃer de geniu sau dintr-o armă înrudită, dacă Ńinem cont de interesul 
arătat faŃă de fortificaŃiile întâlnite, de cursurile de apă, de căile de comunicaŃie de pe uscat. FormaŃia sa 
îi permite să formuleze consideraŃii pertinente asupra sistemului de apărare existent, ba chiar să propună 
ca în apropiere de Vaslui, loc înalt, aflat la confluenŃa mai multor râuri şi drumuri, să fie construită o 
cetate.  
  În privinŃa scopului călătoriei lui Aubert, de fapt a delegaŃiei de ofiŃeri francezi, deşi acesta nu 
face nicio precizare, Guilleminot, în raportul redactat la finalul misiunii, dezvăluie că au urmărit 
convingerea factorilor politici otomani să încheie un armistiŃiu cu Rusia. Călătoria a început în 11 iulie 
din Tilsit, unde doar cu câteva zile înainte s-a semnat tratatul secret dintre FranŃa şi Rusia, care 
prevedea, printre altele, ca FranŃa să-i ofere Turciei medierea pentru restabilirea păcii cu Rusia. 
Călătoria a început cu o zi înainte de ratificarea tratatului. ArmistiŃiul dintre Turcia şi Rusia a fost semnat 
la Slobozia, în urma unor discuŃii purtate între reprezentanŃii celor două puteri, între 12 şi 24 august, şi 
unde delegaŃii francezi au jucat un rol foarte important.  
  Indiferent de raŃiunile călătoriei căpitanului francez, raportul redactat este o sursă documentară 
importantă despre spaŃiul românesc din primii ani ai secolului al XIX-lea. El a fost conceput într-un 
moment în care interesele FranŃei pentru spaŃiul românesc sporeau de la o zi la alta.  
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DIPLOMATIC PORTUGUESE-YUGOSLAVIAN RELATIONS  
AFTER THE GREAT WORLD CONFLAGRATION 

 
Alina STOICA 

 
  Abstract: The paper belonging to a broad survey is a brief analysis of the history of the 
European diplomatic relations at the end of WWI, that is, the diplomatic relations between Portugal 
and the young Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians. Several issues are approached: the context of 
the issue, political relations and particularly the economic relations that are prominent in our research. 
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THE SITUATION OF THE JEWS IN SOVIET UNION AND ITS SATELLITE 

COUNTRIES AFTER THE SECOND WORLD WAR 
 

Anca OLTEAN 

 
  Abstract: The present study tries to show that, during the last years of the rule of Stalin, the 
Jews from Soviet Union and its satellite countries were even victims of the communist regime. Initially, 
during the German persecution and after the war a part of them found a refuge in the ranks of 
communist party which they saw as the single force capable to oppose to Hitler and later to racism and 
xenophobia. They were terrified by the horrors of Holocaust and looked for security by joining 
communism. But they were affected by Stalin’s hostile behavior towards the Jews in the last years of his 
life. It is important to state that the majority of Jews were not communist and that their property was 
reduced according to nationalization laws and Jewish aristocracy and intellectuals fell victims of 
communist regimes from Eastern and Central European countries.  
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THE PERCEPTION OF THE TRIANON TREATY IN THE COMMUNIST 
PERIOD. CONFRONTATION OR HARMONY BETWEEN TWO 

IDEOLOGICAL CURRENTS? 
 

Istvan POLGAR  
 
  Abstract: The perception of the Trianon Treaty in the communist period. Confrontation or 
harmony between two ideological currents? The general opinion of the Hungarian historians,  Trianon 
finds a special place between the phenomenon of the rise of nationalism and the rise of Marxism, both 
arising in the context of world revolution. 
  Nationalist interpretation of Hungary's neighbors, to the Trianon is justified, but is different 
from the negative interpretation of the Hungarians. They consider that the Trianon marked the setting 
free of the Danubian people from the yoke of tier, for them the peace process is the postulate of justice 
and truth. 
  On the other hand, the Marxist interpretation of Trianon, especially the Soviet one, slipped out 
threw a big flexibility to the views of Westerners, although by then the Soviets strongly denunciated 
until then the peace process "imperialist-capitalist – bourgeoisie’ of Paris. 
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RÉGULATION DES MÉDIAS ET DÉMOCRATISATION:  
L’EXPÉRIENCE EUROPÉENNE 

 

Renaud de la BROSSE 
 
  Abstract: Searching for fundamental freedoms, independence, security and prosperity were 
the main drivers of changes and political elections from the countries of Central and Oriental Europe 



in the last twenty years. The image of the Western Europe was perceived by the former Soviet 
countries’ population as an association between the individual politic freedoms and the economic 
welfare. 
  In the media sector, there are delineated two external vectors of democratization which 
contributed to adopting a reform in the media and political field (especially threw creating the media’s 
independent regulators) in the countries of Central and Oriental Europe: The Organization for 
Cooperation and Security in Europe and European Union. 
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LEGITIMACY, INSTITUTIONS AND THE COMMUNICATION  

STRATEGY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION 
 

Dorin I. DOLGHI 
 
  Abstract: In the past years there are an increasing number of attitudes and events that 
suggest a chronic need for a better communication between European Union and its citizens. One of 
the main issues concerns the perception, among citizens, of a lack of legitimacy and transparency of 
EU and its institutions. In order to identify and analyze some of the causes, we suggest that an 
important variable that should be considered is the communication strategy of the EU. In this article 
we explore some interpretations of legitimacy that can be associated to the perception of EU’s 
institutions among the European citizens and the main points expressed by the European Commission 
with regard on the Communication Strategy. 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE CENTRAL AND 
EAST-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AFTER EU ENLARGEMENT (2004) 

 
Ioan HORGA, Diana GAL  

    
The present analysis has been inspired by the book entitled The Quality Assurance in 

Higher Education in the Central and East-European Countries – Agenda Ahead, edited by 
Jan KOHOUTEK,  UNESCO-CEPES, Studies on Higher Education, Bucharest,  2009, 
presenting the outcome of the Research Plan Tertiary Education in the Knowledge Society  
(identification code MSM0023775201) of the Centre for Higher Education Studies, Prague, 

Czech Republic, and the attempts to show the Standards and Guidelines for Quality 
Assurance in the European Higher Education Area (ESG) at the level of the quality assurance 

agencies in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.  At the same time, the volume on 

Accreditation and Evaluation in the European Higher Education Area edited by Stephanie 

Schwarz and Don F. Westerheijden and published in 2004, has allowed a more consistent 

pondering on the development of Quality Assurance in Central and Eastern European 

countries. 
Analysing the precedents of the process of Quality Assurance in the European Higher 

Education Area in Central and Eastern Europe moulded by the post-communist experience of 



higher education quality and marked by the American model of assessment and accreditation, 

particularly in Hungary and Romania, as well as by the British model in the Baltic states, Jan 

Kohoutek sees the quality of answers provided by the process of implementing ESG in a 

natural continuity axis (J. Kohoutek, 2009). In Central and Eastern Europe, it starts from the 

pre-Bologna previous experience to assure quality considered as a first generation one, certain 

advantages in practising ESG implementation practice, and from a certain regional 

interoperability provided by the Network of Central and Eastern European Quality Assurance 
Agencies in Higher Education (CEEN), established in 2002, as well as practice diversity 

belonging to the process dynamics to assure the quality of higher education. 
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PERSPECTIVES FOR A DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY OF   
DEBRECEN - ORADEA CROSS-BORDER AGGLOMERATION  

 
Constantin łOCA 

 
  Abstract: The paper is based on the idea of the project „Debrecen - Oradea cross-border 
agglomeration (2020), mainly on the results from the first stage of this project – the sociological 
research which took place in the two target cities, Oradea and Debrecen, on three target groups and 
especially on the SWOT analyses. According to the results of the research corroborated with the 
Development Plan of the Bihor County and the Regional Plan of Development for the North- West 
Region we tried to draw up some directions to get from the idea of a project and concept „Debrecen - 
Oradea cross-border agglomeration,, to an efficient and functional unit for the two communities, 
considering the regional, national and European perspectives,,    
 
  Keywords: cross-border collaboration, sociological research, SWOT analyse, development 
strategies, Euro region  
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THE EUROPEAN NEIGHBORHOOD POLICY,  
MASS-MEDIA AND CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION 

 

Mircea BRIE 
 

  Abstract. Cooperation seems strictly necessary, and from this perspective the media can 
bring, with direct involvement of authorities, a contribution to strengthening the connections and the 
relationship between people and institutions. A company located in a process accentuated by 
globalization can not be conceived without taking into account the role of the media, to influence and 
control exercised by it. The impact of media is different, depending on which a public nature, but 
according to the typology and the different forms of media. The impact is different when we take into 
consideration the press, radio or television.  
  The cultural contact are the importance of media in promoting common, human values, is very 
high. If this cultural space is doubled by a politic delimitated area, the media’s role is even more 
significant. Cross-border cooperation and joint initiatives involves the development of interstate 
relations but also people. As a result of developing relations of good neighborliness in space requires 
new definition and the reclassification of border.  
  Good Neighborhood is a basic condition for maintaining security in the border area, it is a 
principle of international law, legal form of the formulation containing the principle of the obligation to 
make, and the obligation not to do. Thus, the obligation to make can be expressed by the rule which 



requires subjects of international law to act as good neighbors. Media Action appears in this 
perspective as an important factor for the transmission and control of legal or social rules. 
 
 Keywords: neighborhood policy, mass-media, cross-border cooperation, border, multimedia 
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LA PLACE DE LA FORMATION DES TECHNICIENS DE LA 
COOPERATION TRANSFRONTALIERE  POUR L’EURO REGION  

BIHOR –HAJDU-BIHAR EN HONGRIE ET EN ROUMANIE 
 

Maurice BUANGI KHONDE  
 
  Abstract: The role of the specialists cross-border cooperation training for the Euro region 

BIHOR-HAJDU-BIHAR 
  The cross-border cooperation in the BIHOR-HAJDU-BIHAR euro region, around the 
Hungary and Romania’s frontier needs to be reinforced for the new 2007-2013 EU Program. This 
target can be achieved with the support from the specialists in the cross border cooperation 
development projects. 
  Unfortunately, those specialists are not available yet. How to solve this problem? So this 
paper focuses to underline the importance to cover this gap by using the educational institutions 
already based in that euro region, for example, the Institute for Euro Regional Studies and by getting 
expertise from the other Euro region in the Western side of Europe as the MOT , Mission 
Opérationnelle Transfrontalière, in France.  
  In this way, it will be possible to involve more people in the euro region initiatives in the 
coming years and to cover several fields of the cross –border cooperation issues: environment, 
infrastructure, SME, SMI, Tourism, etc…issues.  
 
 Key words: Formation – coopération transfrontalière – programmes 2007-2013 – projets européens 
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THE FUTURE ROLE OF THE OSCE IN EUROPEAN SECURITY 
ARCHITECTURE - PERSPECTIVES FROM THE ROMANIAN 

CHAIRMANSHIP POINT OF VIEW- 
 

Titus FIZEŞAN 

 
 Abstract: The present article explores the developments within the OSCE, within a historical 
context when Romania had the position of Chairmanship in 2001 and tries to suggest that some 
national interests can be translated and reviewed in the international debates among the member 
states, according to a clear organizational agenda. One of the main challenges of the institutional 
reform of the OSCE was to develop a functional framework where specific European conflicts can be 
managed before their violent manifestation. To this end, the developments within the OSCE had a 
major contribution to regional stability and several influences can be tracked in Romania’s position 
toward a more open and positive approach of the conflict management. 
 

 Keywords: OSCE, stability, conflict, management, security 
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THE WASHINGTON – LONDON - BUCHAREST AXIS  

IN PRESIDENT BĂSESCU’S EXTERNAL AND SECURITY   
POLICIES: 2004 – 2008 – DESIDERATUM AND REALITY - 

 
Nicolae TOBOŞARU 

 
Abstract. Stated by the President Traian Basescu on the 13th of December 2004, and 

generated by the wake of the strategic Partnership between Romania and USA and the strategic 
Romanian – British relation, the external and security political strategy named The Washington – 
London – Bucharest Axis was a priority for the period of his term. 

Aiming the Pontic geopolitical space and its security and energetic issues, the strategy did not 
have the support of an official political – diplomatic document, neither a formal recognition from the 
USA and Great Britain. The Romanian political establishment did not agree the strategy formula, being 
throughout its consequences the apparition of a premiere in the Romanian political life – the co-
habitation of a presidential administration, obviously atlantist, with a Cabinet declared European. 
More, it generated, in the Community environment, questions upon the place of the Romanian 
presidential Administration in the USA – EU strategic relation. 

Thus, the strategy had the support of some explicit American gestures and policies. For 
instance, we are referring to the installation of some military devices into the Dobrogea facilities, the 
sustaining of the Nabucco energetic project, the Black Sea Form for Dialogue and Partnership – a 
Romanian initiative, or the lodge of the Black Sea Fund for Regional Cooperation – an American 
initiative. The concrete effects of the Romanian moves circumscribed to the Strategy of the Axis were 
significantly limited by its cope with the Pontic policies of the Russian Federation and Turkey’s.   

Of course, the consequences of this strategy will continue extending, and the debate on the 
theoretic support’s consistency – liberal, and the discrepancy between the presidential politic will and 
the sub-regional strategic geopolitical reality will film the interest of the politic analists and historians 
of the recent history. 

 

Keywords: Access agreement, political axis, Formal Black Sea, The Black Sea Fund, Traian 
Basescu. 
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ROMANIAN RURAL HISTORY AND A METHODOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVE ON HISTORICAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

 
Barbu  ŞTEFĂNESCU 

  
 Abstract. On the level of the Romanian historical research, methodological cooperation between 
history and social anthropology (ethnology) is claimed by two aspects of becoming reality: massive 
rural presence on a historical scale and persistence of an important rural segment to this day. Adherent 
in time particularly to means of communication specific to orality, rural world, its major segment, the 
peasant one, responds better to an ethnological interrogation rather than to a historical one; at the 
same time, the development under our eyes of certain cultural life aspects joint with other times, 
facilitates ceaseless checks of historical evolutions, comparisons with what is at their end, realities of 
contemporary societies. Hence the double perspective, the permanent check between history and 
ethnology or the fact that each dialogue partner borrows methodological perspectives. Ethnologists 
need it to join a temporality always necessary and clarifying for the envisaged cultural aspects, while 



historians need it to question the specific documentary heritage from aspects supposed by rural 
existence on its anthropological level as beings with certain cultural particularities. 
 

Key words: historical anthropology, romanian rural history, interdisciplinary, methodological 
cooperation, traditional community 
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ETHICS IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 

 
LuminiŃa ŞOPRONI 

 
  Abstract: Globalization, technology and the increasing importance of business contribute to a growing 
public demand for corporate responsibility. The global transactions are nowadays at the crossroads due to the 
fundamental changes that take place in the world; the business sector has an essential role in indentifying and 
promoting the solutions to the problems that are blocking the responsible and sustainable economic development 
of a society. The corporations cannot act isolated in achieving this part, for they have to unify their efforts with 
their governments, local communities and other institutions and international organizations.  
 

  Keywords: ethics, international business, corporations, codes of conduct 
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DAVID MITRANY, PORTRAIT OF AN UNRESTLESSNESS’ THEORIST 

                                                     

Adrian Claudiu POPOVICIU  

                                          
  Abstract: David Mitrany proposed a new international order based on transnational 
cooperation. Writing at a time when Europe underwent a deep crisis, Mitrany managed to provide the 
functionalist theory arguments favouring regional and global integration. His main concern was 
efficient management of limited resources as a core premise for sustainable cooperation and what he 
defined as “a working peace system”. 
 
  Key words: Theory, Functionalism, Working Peace System 
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JACQUES DELORS ET LA VISION SUR LE PROCESSUS 

 DE L’INTEGRATION EUROPEENNE 
 

Cristina Maria DOGOT 

 
  Abstract: The present article tries to underline the role of a key personage of the process of 
the European construction, Jacques Delors. Unanimously recognized as a being as important as the 
“founder fathers” of the European Union, Delors contributed to the adoption of two major 
documentsof the Europea Union: the Single European Act and the Treaty of Maastricht. On the other 

hand, Delors was the artisan of two important European Union policies: social policy and the monetary 

policy (materialized by the European Monetary Union). 



 
  Key words:  Jacues Delors, European Commission, Europe, European Union, subsidiarity, 
federalism 
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L’EUROPE POLITIQUE: QUEL AVENIR ? 
 

Georges CONTOGEORGIS 
 

  1. Toute réflexion sur l’avenir de l’Europe politique exige la prise en compte de trois 

facteurs, constitutifs de son sort: son statut actuel et sa dynamique interne, qui nourrissent son 

existence; le discours qu’elle projette concernant son avenir idéal; l’environnement 

international dans lequel elle se situe.  

  Une première remarque est que l’Europe géographique et culturelle diffère de 

l’Europe politique, cette dernière étant plus restreinte. Est-il légitime de mettre de côté 

l’Europe géographico-culturelle, qui renvoie à l’identité globale, pour constituer une Europe 

politique qui ne représente qu’une certaine idée de l’Europe ? Faut-il admettre que l’Union 

européenne forme la base institutionnelle d’une Europe politique qui a vocation d’intégrer le 

Vieux Continent tout entier ? Quelle est, en dernière analyse, la relation entre identité 

européenne et Europe politique ? Et comment va-t-elle évoluer ? 
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